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Plate Structures Based on Biomimetic Design Principles
Derived from Clypeasteroida
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Abstract. The paper presents the current development of an ongoing research project
about the integration of robotic fabrication strategies in computational design through
morphological and functional principles derived from natural systems. Initially, a
developed plate structure material system based on robotically fabricated finger joints is
being informed by biomimetic principles from the sea urchin Clypeasteroida in order to be
able to adapt efficiently to its building environment. Consequently, the paper’s main focus
lies on translating the biomimetic design principles into a computational design tool, also
integrating fabrication parameters as well as structural and architectural demands. The
design tool’s capability to integrate these parameters is shown by the design, development
and realization of a full-scale research pavilion. The paper concludes with discussing the
performative capacity of the developed material system and the introduced methodology.
Keywords. Biomimetics; Digital Simulation; Parametric Design; Robotic Manufacturing.

INTRODUCTION
The following paper introduces a methodology for
activating biomimetic design principles in combination with parameters of robotic fabrication as drivers
within the computational design process of highly
adaptive and differentiated material systems in architecture. The case study presented in this context
exemplifies this methodology and illustrates the
transfer of morphological principles from biological
systems to design computation, resulting in a fullscale research pavilion, which was constructed out
of 855 geometrically different plates of extremely
thin sheets of plywood (6.5 mm) and realized by
means of robotic fabrication (Figure 1).

Due to its relative affordability and ease of use 6and more -axis industrial manipulators aka robots
have become more and more prevalent in the field
of architectural experimentation and research. Specifically their higher degrees of kinematic freedom
and fabricational flexibility, compared to established
and process-specific computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines, allow for new design and
fabrication strategies or else the reinterpretation
and re-appropriation of existing techniques - both
of which offer the potential for novel architectural
systems. The increased potential of morphological differentiation of building elements based on
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the possibilities and constraints of the machine
corresponds to an expanding design space or morphospace - the space within which lies what can
theoretically be produced given the parameters of a
specific configuration of tool and machine (Menges
and Schwinn 2012). The case study in turn presents
an example of what can exclusively be produced by
7-axis robotic milling, an area of the morphospace
lying outside that of traditional CNC-machinery.
In this context of seemingly ever expanding
possibilities, biomimetics is proposed to strategically focus and act as a selection filter in the search for
performative architectural morphologies: performative in their relation to the use of energy and material, but also in their capacity to adapt morphologically to internal constraints and external influences
and forces (Hensel and Menges 2008).
The described methodology not only suggests
the development of a computational design tool as
part of a “digital chain”, but also the design of a design process: by fostering collaboration and sharing
of information between architects and engineers in
the form of a comprehensive computational information model that encapsulates and preserves the
validity of the initially identified biomimetic principles and fabricational requirements; and by enabling the architect to accommodate project specific
programmatic, environmental, and context-related
characteristics.

CASE STUDY
Fabrication parameters of finger-joint
plate structure systems
As a regionally available and renewable resource
wood is yet again receiving increasing attention
as a construction material not only because of sustainability reasons but also due to its inherent performative capacities specifically in the context of
computer-aided manufacturing. Wood’s long history in architecture and design easily makes advances
in production technology visible (Schindler 2007;
Hoadley 2000) (Figure 2). During the preindustrial
era limited material supply and high labor input led
to the development of performative and robust,
yet simple connections, such as finger joints. Finger
joints connect planar elements in a specific angle
through multiple interlocking teeth with a straight
or tapered shape in a force- and form-fitting manner, resulting in high structural capacity to withstand normal and particularly shear forces without
the need for additional fasteners (Krieg et al. 2011).
In traditional wood working the finger-joint’s
structural and aesthetical quality is achieved mostly
through manual fabrication (Figure 2a). Although
machine controlled manufacturing processes a
standardized connection during industrialization,
these were limited to only producing joints for
ortho
gonal plate connections due to the joints’
geometric complexity (Figure 2b). In general, mass
production and standardization led to the preferFigure 1
A: Close-up on the robotically fabricated finger joints
connecting three 6.5 mm
plywood plates; B: Aerial
view of the finished full-scale
pavilion.
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ence of metal binders over geometrically complex
mono-material connections. The presented development of a new digital fabrication process based
on a 6-axis industrial robot linked to a turntable on
which an unprocessed piece can be machined from
any direction makes it now possible to robotically
manufacture three-dimensional finger joints with
varying angles and material thicknesses to connect
to neighboring plates (Figure 2c).
The described machine setup with 7 degrees of
freedom (DOF) allows the trimming of a stock piece
from every direction in one machining sequence,
which, in addition to the piece’s geometric differentiation, leads to an efficient and time-saving fabrication process (Figure 3). Ultimately, this allows
for combining the material’s and the connection’s
ecological, economic and performative aspects with
adaptive material-oriented computational design
processes and mass customized manufacturing.

Transferring morphological principles
of Clypeasteroida to biomimetic design
principles in the context of performative
architectural design			
As a filter of the rapidly emerging possibilities in
geometric differentiation, biomimetics is suggested
as a methodology to develop finger-joined plate
structures with regards to a range of performance
criteria (Krieg et al. 2011). In nature many examples
show how morphological differentiation allows for
efficient adaptation to system-internal and systemexternal constraints. Not unlike in building construction the production of material consumes energy.
However, the profound difference is summarized in
the notion that “in biology material is expensive but
shape is cheap. As of today the opposite was true in the
case of technology” (Vincent 2009). The introduced
robotic fabrication process enables the development of a differentiated plate structure system with

Figure 2
Technological development
of finger joint fabrication. A:
Manual fabrication with saw
and chisel; B: Process-specific
CNC machinery for fabricating
finger and dovetail joints at
a connection angle of 90°;
C: Newly developed robotic
fabrication process of threedimensional finger joints.
Figure 3
The machine setup with 7 DOF
allows the trimming of a stock
piece from every direction.
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the potential of performance based adjustments. A
biomimetic based performance catalogue was defined in order to identify specific plate structure arrangements in natural systems with a particular performance capacity. During the analysis of different
biological structures, the plate skeleton morphology
of the sand dollar (Clypeasteroida), a subspecies of
the sea urchin (Echinoidea), became of particular
interest and subsequently provided the basic principles of the biomimetic structure that was realized.
In constructional morphology taxa with morphological extremes are especially relevant as they show
apparent fabricational and functional principles
(Seilacher 1979). The skeletal shell of a sand dollar
is a modular system of polygonal plates (Figure 4a)
composed of calcium carbonate covered by a thin
dermis and epidermis (Barnes 1982). The plates are
linked together at the edges by finger-like calcite
protrusions (Figure 4c). A particular characteristic of
these plate structures lays in their topological rule of

joining not more than three plates in one point (Figure 4b) and thus not allowing any bending forces,
but mainly shear forces along the plate connection
(Nachtigall 2004).
Based on a range of selected criteria the performance catalogue couples biomimetic principles
with architectural and structural demands, which
are subsequently integrated into one computational
design tool, also incorporating the fabricational constraints of 7-axis robotic fabrication. Apart from detailed principles about the plate’s arrangement and
its shape there are also general biological principles
that can be found in many natural systems, such
as heterogeneity, anisotropy, hierarchy and multifunctionality (Knippers and Speck 2012). Those, too,
were integrated during the development of a computational design tool allowing for the reciprocal
interaction of biomimetic principles and structural
and architectural demands.

Figure 4
A: Top view of a sand dollar‘s
test (Bas van der Steld); B:
Schematic top view showing
each plate‘s outline and
its global arrangement; C:
Microscopic view of a plate‘s
margin showing the calcite
projections similar to finger
joints (Seilacher 1979).
Figure 5.
A, B: Physical load bearing
tests of robotically fabricated
finger joints; C: Finite-ElementAnalysis of the full-scale pavilion (La Magna et al. 2012).
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Development of a generative plate
structure cell
Parallel to physical load bearing tests, which were
used to inform the digital finite element analysis
(Figure 5), the focus was set on the development
of a modular system, which allows a high degree of
adaptability and performance due to the geometric
differentiation of its plate components. In order to
fulfill the biomimetic principle of three plates meeting in one point with connecting angles that lie in
the range of fabricational constraints, it was necessary to develop a cellular plate component with an
effective depth and the ability to show a very high
geometrical and functional robustness in order to
react to the varying boundary conditions determining the cell’s shape. Also, practical criteria played a
role during this development, such as transportability and manageable element size for transportation
and assembly.

While such a modular plate-cell is being constructed
from polygonal planar elements, its geometry can
be based on an irregular and non-planar polygonal
outline, which serves as the lower base of a frustum,
whose height and upper base plane can vary in order to react to different parameters (Figure 6a). The
frustum’s surfaces then each represent planar fingerjoined plates. Within the global cellular arrangement
each of the polygonal outlines is acting as a local reference for the cell’s shape (Figure 6b, 6c). This method allows for a high degree of geometric freedom
while ensuring planarity of all of its components
independent of the reference polygon’s shape. For
an effective assembly on site, each cell not only consists of the frustum’s geometry. Its boundary is being
geometrically extruded in the cell’s normal direction, thus generating another set of planar surfaces,
or flanges, connecting to their neighboring cells
(Figure 7). This method allows the flange’s whole

Figure 6
Schematic construction of
a modular plate-cell. A: The
cell‘s geometry is based on
a polygonal outline, which
serves as the lower base of a
frustum; B, C: The frustum‘s
geometry is generated by
elevating the polygon‘s center
and trimming the resulting
pyramid at a specific height.
Figure 7
Each plate-cell is connected
to their neighbors with a
hinged connection along
their flanges, allowing to
accommodate fabrication
tolerances while maintaining
the structural properties of the
3-plate rule.
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surface to be connected and provides the possibility
to accommodate fabrication tolerances while maintaining the structural properties of the 3-plate rule.
The shown development of a cellular component integrates biomimetic principles with fabricational constraints. While only three single plates
meet in one point inside each cell, also only three
cells meet in one point on a higher hierarchical level.
The cell’s morphological differentiation allows for
direction-oriented load bearing through a stretched
geometry, as well as a location-oriented adaption
to the system’s curvature and boundary situations
through the cell’s general size.
Further development will show as to how the
cellular components can be integrated into a global
computational design tool integrating biomimetic
principles and determining the cellular arrangement
and morphological differentiation in coherence with
context-sensitive architectural and structural demands.

Translation of biomimetic design
principles to computational design
principles
The algorithmic definition of the plate-cell components’ global arrangement applies structural principles from the biological model by transferring the
rule of three elements per node to the connections
between the plate-cell units (i.e. on global level) and
by implementing biomimetically informed organizational strategies for the plates’ arrangement. The
method uses a two-dimensional voronoi diagram
as a primary topological map, with each voronoi cell
representing the polygonal boundary of a cellular
entity (Zachos 2009), i.e. the contours of the compound plate-cells rather than those of the individual
plates.
The side and vertex count of the polygonal
boundaries have a direct influence on the global
topology and thus on the behavior of the system

Figure 8
Preprogramming of a mesh
topology. A: Topological map
showing the two different
Schläfli symbols {3,6} and
{3,8}. B: The 3-dimensional
result by equalizing the edge
lengths through relaxation.

Figure 9
During relaxation the mesh‘s
original margin is being pulled
onto the previously defined
boundary curve. When
brought in proximity the cells
merge into a double layer
structure.
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that the topology defines. This influence can be illustrated in a geometric operation based on the description of polygons through more basic geometric
elements, such as triangles. By connecting the polygons’ vertices to the corresponding centroids these
polygons become triangulated. The varying number of resulting triangular faces clustered around
the polygon centroids can be described through
the Schläfli symbol, which the Swiss mathematician
Ludwig Schläfli introduced to describe regular polytopes and tessellations. It takes the form {p,q} where
“p” represents the number of sides of a mesh face
and “q” represents the number of mesh faces meeting in the polygon’s center and, respectively, the
number of polygon edges (Figure 6a).
This topological indicator is essential for the system’s form finding method, which uses digital simulation of physical forces to apply an elastic spring force on each of the mesh’s edges. This type of physical
simulation belongs to a group of methods used for
the optimization of mesh geometries, called mesh
relaxation. With the springs relaxing to approximate an equal rest length and being subject to the
same internal spring strength, changing the Schläfli
symbol triggers a three-dimensional change of the
overall mesh shape towards positive, negative or
zero Gaussian curvature. For example, six-sided polygons, consisting of six equilateral triangular faces
and thus having a Schläfli-symbol {3,6}, would result
in a flat Euclidean surface, since no virtual „stress“
appears among the already equalized mesh edges. A
pentagon, having a Schläfli-symbol {3,5}, would demonstrate contraction of its associated triangles towards a spherical, synclastic surface, resulting from
the compulsion to compensate for the missing edge,
separating the shape from equilibrium. By analogy,
a polygon with seven or more sides (Schläfli-symbol
{3,7} or more) would have one or more triangles too
much, forcing the shape into a hyperbolical, anticlastic configuration (Figure 8).
The manipulation of the polygons’ Schläflisymbol thus topologically pre-programs the formdefining effect of each cell on the global form, which
develops in the physically driven environment. This

method opens up various new possibilities for applying mesh geometries in interactive form-finding
processes using physical simulation.
The topological control over the mesh is carried out in two stages before the actual simulation:
first, a primary flat voronoi diagram is generated
from a circular grid of points, which are distributed
on several concentric levels with a rising concentration towards the outermost level, which would
subsequently represent the mesh edge; secondly,
additional voronoi input points are strategically
positioned inside the diagram and, through their
specific spatial relation towards their neighbors, the
polygonal cells receive a corresponding number of
edges, altering their Schläfli-symbol.
Once the physical relaxation is initiated, the
originally flat mesh transforms three-dimensionally.
Parallel to its form-generating purpose, the physical simulation also facilitates the response to structural and architectural demands. While the mesh is
responding to gravity and wind forces during the
relaxation process, the polygonal representations of
each cell also adapt to find a structurally performative shape. This causes an inherent anisotropy in
the cell’s local shape following the structure’s main
load bearing direction. In this process the architect
acts as a mediator controlling the force components
within predefined boundaries which, to a large extent, enables a generative, yet interactive form-finding process.

Differentiated actuation of the plate
structure cell in the research pavilion
Convenient interaction with the design tool requires
an accessible interface: a user-defined boundary
curve is acting as a reference for the perimeter of the
two-dimensional cellular map during relaxation. By
adjusting the boundary curve the designer can control the spatial outcome allowing the structure to
adapt to architectural and programmatic demands
while remaining in the context of its morpho-spatial
capacity, which also includes the system’s ability
to merge cells into a double layer structure when
brought in proximity (Figure 9).
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The geometry model generated by the computational design process forms the basis for the automated generation of the machining data. The developed robotic fabrication process reflects each plate’s
geometric relation to its neighbors as well as the
machine constraints defined by spindle and tool geometry. Based on the reciprocal geometric relation
between adjacent plates, the tool path information
for the production of all the unique plate elements
can be computed using trigonometry and linear algebra utilizing a custom process developed for this
project (Figure 10).
The robotic fabrication sequence for each plate
is divided into three parts: first, the plate’s boundary is being milled with the tool shaft to be coplanar with the adjacent plate; second, a mitered edge
is being milled at each corner in the connection
angle’s bisector; third, through a spot facing milling method the finger joints are indented into the
plate’s edge with the adjacent plate’s normal vector
(Figure 11). The resulting digital information model
encapsulates the fabrication information for each of
the case study’s 855 plate components, tool paths
for its more than 100,000 finger joints, and bolt locations for the impermanent hinged connection
between the cells. Following the robotic production,
the 6.5mm plywood panels are joined together to
form individual plate cells and assembled on site.
The final, full-scale prototype provides two interior spaces that illustrate the constructional logic of
the pavilion: where the double-layer structure separates into two individual layers an interstitial space
is framed which emphasizes the double-layered nature of the material system. The main space of the
pavilion is characterized by its prominent orientation towards the park and by a gradual change in the
size of the openings in the inner layer of the doublelayer system that facilitate assembly and disassembly of the whole structure. A comparative analysis of
two 3D laser scans that have been performed within
a three month interval has shown that the single
layered zone was prone to higher deformation than
the double layered zone which confirmed intuitive
experience during fabrication and assembly where
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the plate cells exhibited extraordinary stability once
they were joined into closed units (Figure 12).
From an architectural standpoint, the openings of the inner layer visualize the effective depths
of the structural system as well as serve as indirect
lighting elements that create distinct spatial experiences depending on the time of day (Figure 13). Ultimately, the lightweight potential of the structural
system is demonstrated not only by the fact that 200
3
m of gross building volume were enclosed by only
3
2m of wood; it is most evident in the fact that the
pavilion, despite its considerable size, could be built
exclusively out of extremely thin 6.5mm thin sheets
of plywood.

CONCLUSION
In this paper the authors present a case study which
has been designed utilizing a custom physicallydriven digital design tool that encapsulates biomimetic and architectural design principles. A coherent digital information chain between the project’s
model, finite element simulation and computer
numeric machine control was developed for managing the diversity of design influencing parameters
and later the corresponding fabrication information. Although the implemented design tool allows
theoretically for enough design freedom to generate very different physically-driven typologies, the
presented case study was focused on designing a
pavilion utilizing the specific biomimetic principles
of Clypeasteroida’s plate structures. The design, prefabrication and assembly of such a full-scale prototype demonstrate the development of an adaptive,
modular architectural system by integrating the
plate cell’s prototypical capacities into a global arrangement of varying geometric complexity.
Further development will be focused technically
on upgrading the design tool towards a closed digital information feedback loop specifically with regards to structural analysis as well as on alternating
the implemented design decisions.

Figure 10
Tool path generation. A: The
module‘s topological map
indicates which plates share
on edge; B: Geometric representation of the subsequently
generated tool path; C:
Translation of the tool path to
NC-code.

Figure 11
A: Geometric representation
of the tool path sequence; B:
Close-up of the finger joint
milling process.

Figure 12
Comparison of the two scans.
A: Areas of relative deviationt
between scans indicate where
deformation occurred with up
to 3 mm (red); B: Voxel-based
comparison of the two scans.

Figure 13
The spatial experience
changes remarkably at night
when the interior lighting
emphasizes the spaces differently.
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